
Creating a
Geometric / Cubist Portrait

using Pixlr

www.mrsswainsartclass.com



Open www.pixlr.com
Click on the arrows at the bottom

http://www.pixlr.com/


Open Pixlr Editor



Open Image from Computer



Open a good quality photo of 
yourself



You should now see this… (your 
face though- not mine )



Add a New Layer. Make sure you 
are ALWAYS working on this layer-

it should always be blue!



Zoom in using the slider, move the 
position using the red box and 

make the window bigger by 
dragging the corner….



Select the Shape Tool and click the 
Fill Shape box. Use the “dropper” 
to select the colour on the photo 

and hit Enter…



Make sure Border Size is 0. Draw a 
square over the area where you 

selected the colour…



Click the “Fill Shape” box again, 
and select the colour next to the 

square you just created…



Draw a square over the area where 
you selected the colour next to the 

other box…



Repeat… select colour…



…draw square…



Repeat…
(Tip- to undo press ctrl + z)



At the end you will remove the 
photo. To check your progress 

double click padlock to unlock the 
background layer



You can now “un-check” that layer 
so it disappears. To make it 
reappear just “re-check” it



Make sure you are back on the top 
layer before you start working 

again!!



Keep going + save as PXD-
replace the last one you saved. 
Use smaller squares for smaller 

details…



Un-check the photo layer to check 
progress, then make sure you are 

working on the top layer again



Details like the eye will require 
smaller squares…



Check progress and save as PXD



Uncheck the background and zoom 
out using the slider to check 

progress…



Place squares inside the shapes of 
your face, up to the edges…



…so that the features are clear



Keep checking and saving your 
work as PXD 



Keep zooming out…



…unchecking photo layer and 
saving as PXD.



When you’ve finished, delete the 
photo layer…



Add a new layer…



Drag the new layer (2) underneath 
the first layer (1)



Use the Shape Tool, click the fill 
shape box and select white at the 

top of the chart….



Draw a white square onto layer 2. 
This has created your clean 

background…



When you are finished, Save as a 
Jpeg and increase Quality to 100



Why a JPEG?

Table source- https://jabimgo.pw/advantages-of-bitmap-pictures.html

https://jabimgo.pw/advantages-of-bitmap-pictures.html


Save it on your laptop and name 
the file as your name and tutor 

group



Hand in your 
portrait onto 

the Google 
Classroom 

Assignment

(If you have time, 
create a different 

one, experimenting 
further with the 

techniques- TAKE 
RISKS)



You can then experiment with 
colour. Adjustment > Hue + 

Saturation



Move the Hue slider…
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